Abstract: Retrievals of sea ice drift from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images at high spatial resolution are valuable for understanding kinematic behavior and deformation processes of the ice at different spatial scales. Ice deformation causes temporal changes in patterns observed in sequences of SAR images; which makes it difficult to retrieve ice displacement with algorithms based on correlation and feature identification techniques. Here, we propose two extensions to a pattern matching algorithm, with the objective to improve the reliability of the retrieved sea ice drift field at spatial resolutions of a few hundred meters. Firstly, we extended a reliability assessment proposed in an earlier study, which is based on analyzing texture and correlation parameters of SAR image pairs, with the aim to reject unreliable pattern matches. The second step is specifically adapted to the presence of deformation features to avoid the erasing of discontinuities in the drift field. We suggest an adapted detection scheme that identifies linear deformation features (LDFs) in the drift vector field, and detects and replaces outliers after considering the presence of such LDFs in their neighborhood. We validate the improvement of our pattern matching algorithm by comparing the automatically retrieved drift to manually derived reference data for three SAR scenes acquired over different sea ice covered regions.
Introduction
The drift of sea ice can be observed from space by synthetic aperture radar (SAR), and quantified using drift detection algorithms. The requirements that the applied algorithm has to meet regarding resolution, reliability, and computing time varies with the type of application. If the drift information has to be provided in near real-time, the algorithm has to be fast, which means that only simple retrieval methods can be used. Such methods result in maps of ice drift with a comparatively coarse spatial resolution. Here, we focus on the retrieval of high-resolution sea ice drift information to document especially the small-scale kinematic behavior of sea ice and its deformation. The drift detection algorithm used in our work is based on pattern recognition to determine the displacement of recognizable sea ice structures in sequential SAR images [1] . We note that the application of the algorithm results in displacements of structures that can be identified in the ice cover. The drift is approximated from the straight line between the positions of a given structure derived from images 1 and 2, divided by the temporal difference between the acquisitions of both images. The true motion in this time interval is unknown. Our algorithm provides reliable drift and deformation information at a spatial resolution of 15 times the pixel size of the used SAR image. In our study, we used SAR images with pixel sizes between 50 and 150 m, which means that the spatial resolutions of the drift adjacent vectors is above a predefined threshold. In this case, pattern matching using a maximum cross-correlation is repeated with adapted constraints for the corresponding search area.
In this paper, we focus on methods to determine unreliable pattern matches, and to detect and replace outliers in the sea ice drift retrieval, considering the presence of discontinuities in the drift vector field. To this end, we combine, modify, and extend the concepts of Hollands et al. [8] and Lavergne et al. [9] , and add them to the drift detection algorithm implemented by Hollands and Dierking [1] . To avoid the replacement of a drift discontinuity by a smoothed velocity transition, we develop an adapted data regularization scheme that identifies linear deformation features (LDFs) in the drift field. To verify the improvement attributed to the implemented extensions, we calculate benchmarks derived from the differences between automatically derived drift vectors and manually determined reference data. Finally, we discuss the influence of sea ice deformation zones in a sea ice cover on the accuracy of drift detection algorithms.
Materials and Methods

Reliability Assessment
Hollands et al. [8] introduced the concept of the confidence factor (CFA) to assess the reliability of the retrieved drift vectors. The CFA is a combination of different parameters that reflect the structural characteristics of each image, which are determined by intensity texture, speckle, and single extreme high-intensity spots due to specular reflections from the ice surface. In addition, it includes the correlation between the two images from which ice displacements are calculated, and its confidence interval. We divide the CFA into two categories, i.e., image texture (texture_CFA) and correlation parameters (correlation_CFA). The total CFA is the sum of both. The texture_CFA consists of four parameters for characterizing the ice structure that were already applied by Hollands et al. [8] (Table 1) . It is determined in each step of the drift algorithm (i.e., in each cascade and the particular step in the resolution pyramid) from the spatial variations of the backscattering intensities inside predefined areas (correlation windows) in images 1 and 2. Thereby homogeneous (texture free) areas such as ice shelves or zones of open water are identified and marked, for which pattern matching is not feasible. To evaluate the reliability based on the correlation (correlation_CFA), we modified the procedure described in Hollands et al. [8] . Here, both the PC and the NCC between the correlation windows in images 1 and 2 are quantified by the coefficient of the NCC-coefficient (denoted as NCCC) and the relative peak magnitude of the PC (denoted as RPM), which is given by:
Here, PC is the mean of the correlation matrix (which contains the results for the different spatial lags between the two correlation windows).
In comparison to Hollands et al. [8] , our design of the correlation_CFA results in a stronger influence of the correlation measures on the total CFA. The purpose of the correlation_CFA is not only to detect highly unreliable pattern matches on the basis of the correlation parameters, but also to establish a rank order of reliable drift candidates. To determine the threshold ranges for the correlation_CFA (shown in Table 1 ), we minimized retrieval errors derived in comparison to reference data (see Section 2.3) by varying the ranges of the NCCC and RPM. Additionally, we adjusted values such that both subcategories of the CFA contribute an almost equivalent amount to the total CFA. The correlation_CFA is in most cases obtained from the NCC. Only if the PC provides a reliable correlation (CFA_PC < 4), while the NCC does not (CFA_NCC = 4), the former is used to determine the drift vector and the correlation_CFA. This case occurs in particular in ice regions with non-linear drift patterns (e.g., rotation of ice floes). As shown in Figure 1 , the CFA serves to flag areas/matches revealing a low reliability based on the combination of texture properties and correlation parameters. 
Spatial Distribution of Discontinuities and Identification of LDFs
As mentioned above, distinct discontinuities in the drift vector field are determined in a window covering 3 × 3 grid cells (Figure 2) . The absolute velocity gradient between the central drift vector Uij and its adjacent vectors Uk in all eight discrete directions is calculated and stored in an 8-element velocity gradient vector G: In many cases, the results of the PC and NCC reveal more than one reliable correlation peak. If a drift vector based on the highest correlation peak appears as an outlier in comparison to its adjacent vectors an alternative drift candidate of the preceding correlation procedure iteratively replaces it (Figure 1b, box 1 under "Replacement"). In the first step, only drift vectors with the same CFA are potential candidates to replace the outlier. If these vectors still appear as outliers, alternative matches with a lower CFA are accepted. If no candidate fits into its neighborhood, or no other correlation peak is reliable (CFA_NCC = 4 and CFA_PC = 4), the median of adjacent vectors is used for replacement. Whether all or only certain vectors from the neighborhood are used for calculating the median is decided based on the result of the procedure for detecting discontinuities described in Section 2.2. We found that more than 50% of the outliers are replaced by an alternative drift candidate retrieved from the correlation data, and in the other cases, the outliers had to be replaced by the median determined from the adjacent drift vectors, as explained below. This item will be further addressed in the discussion below.
Detection of LDFs and Outliers
The detection of drift vectors that deviate significantly in magnitude and/or direction from their neighborhood (in this text denoted as "outliers") represents a very important part of our modified drift retrieval algorithm. One has to consider that in areas of active deformation processes, discontinuities occur in the ice drift field that require special procedures for the detection and replacement of outliers. The aim of our new method is to adapt the application of averaging filters to the presence of discontinuities, and thus preserve drift variations caused by real sea ice deformation. To achieve this, the algorithm considers the presence of sea ice deformation features (denoted as linear deformation features, LDF, in the following), which appear as localized linear or quasi-linear structures [10] when detecting drift discontinuities in running windows over 3 × 3 grid cells. If an LDF is detected, the algorithm divides each window into two segments: vectors that reveal relative small deviations to the central vector (denoted as "connected" vectors, Uc), and vectors with larger deviations that are separated from the central vector by the LDF (denoted as "separated" vectors, U S ). The subsequent detection of an outlier is then carried out by calculating statistics (Section 2.2.3) only on the connected vectors, to preserve the drift discontinuities.
Spatial Distribution of Discontinuities and Identification of LDFs
As mentioned above, distinct discontinuities in the drift vector field are determined in a window covering 3 × 3 grid cells (Figure 2) . The absolute velocity gradient between the central drift vector U ij and its adjacent vectors U k in all eight discrete directions is calculated and stored in an 8-element velocity gradient vector G:
where k is linked to the positions of the adjacent drift vectors:
and I and J are the dimensions of the retrieved drift vector field, u and v are the components of the drift vector U, and ∆s is the distance between the positions of two drift vectors. With ∆x and ∆y being the grid spacing of the vector field in x-and y-direction, we obtain, e.g., ∆s i−1,j = ∆x and ∆s i−1,j−1 = (∆x 2 + ∆y 2 ) 1/2 . To differentiate between a continuous gradient and a discontinuity, a threshold is defined, which is determined in each cascade and resolution step as follows: Except for the outermost margin of a gridded drift field of size (I, J) we determine the gradients
. . 4 in 3 × 3 windows for all grid cells in the image. For each window position, only the three grid cells above the center point and the grid cell to its left are considered to avoid double counts. Note that G k (i,j) is calculated from the differences between center and adjacent grid cells, hence overlap zones between single windows reveal different gradients for each window position except for one cell, if the overlap ≥4 cells. The probability density function (PDF) is evaluated from the gradients over the entire drift field. An exponential function is then fitted to the PDF. In the next step, the value is calculated at which the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the exponential fit is 0.9545. This point determines the twofold standard deviation of all velocity gradient values. As demonstrated in Figure 3 , gradients above this threshold are considered as a discontinuity. The motivation and implications of this detection method are clarified in the discussion below. The identified discontinuities are stored in the binary decision vector D k for each position i,j:
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Segmentation by LDFs
Category 1 (isolated feature) indicates an outlier at position i,j and no further detection step is required. Category 2 (no discontinuities) is trivial. Category 3 (joint discontinuities) represents an LDF; thus the 3 × 3 window is divided into the two segments: "separated" and "connected" drift vectors (see Figures 2 and 4) . Category 4 (randomly distributed discontinuities) is not assignable to an LDF; consequently, all vectors are considered as connected. Examples of the spatial distribution of discontinuities at position i,j for all categories, the binary decision vector D k and the calculation of the "ring difference" ∆D k . The white circles indicate small gradients (≤2σ), the black ones indicate large gradients considered as discontinuities (>2σ) (see Figure 2 ). The third column shows the segmentation of the 3 × 3 grid cell window required for the outlier detection and median calculation. The fourth column presents the unique characteristics for the identification of the respective category. In the fifth column, the method to detect an outlier in the corresponding category is listed. Category 1 (isolated feature) directly indicates an outlier at position i,j.
In Figure 5 , we show the decision scheme that is used to distinguish between the four categories. Because of the invariance of the applied method to a transposition or a rotation of the elements in the 3 × 3 window, all 2 8 constellations are efficiently taken into account regarding the computational effort.
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Adapted Outlier Detection
To detect outliers in category 2, 3 and 4, the median absolute deviation (MAD) is applied on the segment of connected drift vectors Uc l in each window of 3 × 3 grid cells at the position i,j:
where b (=1.4826) is a constant linked to the assumption that data are normally distributed. The index l = 1 . . . L refers to the L-connected drift vectors Uc l . The MAD is a robust statistic in the presence of outliers, and not sensitive to the sample size [11, 12] . An outlier in the center of the 3 × 3 window is detected if M > 2·MAD, and replaced as described in Figure 1b and Section 2.1. If M ≤ 2·MAD, the central drift vector matches into its neighborhood and remains unchanged.
Validation
To validate the applied methods, we generated a reference data set by visually tracking stable sea ice structures that can be identified in the sequential SAR images. For further investigations, we selected the structures such that they occur in different distances from the drift field discontinuities (see Section 3). The absolute and the relative difference between a reference and the corresponding automatically retrieved drift vector are denoted as retrieval errors E abs and E rel , respectively:
We calculated five benchmark values representing the algorithm accuracy: B1 is the mean over all individual errors, B2 the root mean square of E x , and B3 the mean angular error:
where x can be either abs or rel, and n is the number of reference vectors. B4 and B5 are the number of the relative errors E rel greater than 10% (B4) and 50% (B5). A relative error of 10% represents a reasonable metric used in many practical applications [13] , and a relative error higher than 50% is considered a complete failure of the algorithm. We verified the improvement of the retrieved sea ice drift by implementing multiple versions (A1-A5) of our drift detection algorithm (see Table 2 ). The first version (A1) is the original cascaded multi-scale multi-resolution pattern matching algorithm without a reliability assessment (CFA) and any data regularization. The second version (A2) represents the algorithm discussed in Hollands and Dierking [1] , with no intrinsic use of the reliability assessment or explicit outlier detection, but with application of a running box median filter. In the third version (A3), the algorithm is extended by the intrinsic use of the reliability assessment to decide whether conditions for a successful pattern matching are met. The fourth version (A4) builds on A3, and performs the presented outlier detection using the MAD on each window of 3 × 3 grid cells without preceding window segmentation. The final version (A5) includes the latter. Median filter X X Intrinsic use of the reliability assessment X X X Outlier detection using MAD X X Preceding window segmentation by a identified LDF X
Calculation of Sea Ice Deformation Parameters
To determine whether a dependency of the algorithm accuracy to sea ice deformation exists, we derived the deformation parameters directly from the retrieved sea ice drift field. The parameters are usually calculated from the invariants of the strain rate tensor comprising the partial derivatives of the drift field [14] : 
Following Lindsay and Stern [15] , we computed the partial derivatives by an approximation of the line integral around the boundary of each grid cell (e.g., ∂u/ ∂x):
where A is the area of the grid cell calculated using Gauss's area formula, and the other partial derivatives are determined analogously.
Test Sites, SAR and Reference Data
Each test site comprised two sequential SAR images, which are geocoded and calibrated using the commercial software SAR-Scape. The SAR image pairs were acquired over two regions in the Weddell Sea (Ronne Polynya and central southern Weddell Sea), and north of Fram Strait in the Arctic. The coordinates of the overlapping areas between the image pairs are listed in Table 3 . The selected test sites represented different ice conditions. Also, the sensor configurations (frequency, spatial resolution, imaging modes) and the time gaps between the acquisitions of the two SAR images are different. The reference data used for validating our results comprise about 100 manually derived drift vectors per test site. 
Results
Drift Retrievals and Algorithm Accuracy
The drift detection algorithm used in our work provides high-resolution sea ice drift retrievals with spacing between drift vectors between 750-2250 m (see Table 3 ). Table 4 lists parameter of sea ice kinematic that quantify differences in sea ice kinematics between the three test sites. The kinematic parameters are directly derived from the drift vectors obtained with the algorithm version A5 (Section 2.4) As an example, Figure 6 shows retrieved drift vectors in comparison to the reference vectors, and the automatically determined total deformation for the SAR scene acquired in the Weddell Sea. The comparison of the retrieved drift (A3 and A5) and the reference drift (Figure 6c,d ) reveals the improvement of the accuracy of the former in areas of larger deformation rates when the algorithm version A5 is applied. To display the change in algorithm accuracy for all three test sites and all five algorithm versions, we provide the results for the benchmarks introduced in Section 2.3 in Table 5 . The values demonstrate the highest consistency between reference and automatically retrieved sea ice drift vectors when the extended algorithm A5 was applied. Except for one case, all benchmarks indicate higher algorithm accuracy for each extension of the algorithm from versions A1 to A5. The exception occurs in the scene acquired over the Arctic Ocean, for which the mean angular error B3 increases between retrievals obtained from version A2 and A3. A closer examination revealed that the total error was dominated by the individual error of a single drift vector. Here, the reliability assessment replaced a "short" vector indicating a low drift velocity with a vector with a wrong orientation. This example demonstrates that the reliability check may deteriorate the final result in rare cases.
The high values of benchmark B4 obtained for the Weddell Sea are due to the short time gap between acquisitions of images 1 and 2, which results in smaller absolute displacements of sea ice structures. However, the number indicating a complete failure of the algorithm (B5) is much lower and decreased considerably through the different implementation steps. In general, the improvement attributed to the reliability assessment (A3) is-with the one exception discussed above-significant in all drift fields for the three test sites shown in Table 5 . In combination with the adapted outlier detection (A5), the algorithm provides highly accurate drift retrievals. The mean relative error (B1 rel ) of all three scenes is lower than 10%, and the number indicating a complete failure of the algorithm (B5) decreases to 0.
We found the most distinct improvement for the Weddell Sea scene, which exhibited the highest sea ice deformation rates (ε total in Table 4 ). This observation supports the assumption that an erroneous retrieval of a drift vector can be mainly attributed to the existence of discontinuities in the drift field. In Figure 7 , we quantify the dependence between the relative error E rel and the distance to a severe deformation. The total deformation ε total per acquisition time gap ∆t (Equations (12)- (14)) is derived using the output of algorithm version A5, since it represents the most reliable sea ice drift field. We considered a total deformation greater than 0.2 per time interval ∆t as severe, and used the corresponding locations as reference for calculating the minimum distance to the adjacent drift vectors, for which the relative errors obtained from versions A1 to A5 of the retrieval algorithm could be determined relative to a reference vector. Figure 7 shows results for A1, A3, and A5. If the distance to a severe deformation is larger than two times the grid spacing (2∆S), a sufficiently low error is achieved. Inaccurate drift vectors (E rel > 10%) are primarily observed particularly close (distance < 2∆S) to a severe deformation. Highly inaccurate vectors (E rel > 50%) only occur in A1 and A3. Table 6 shows the computing time of the applied algorithm in seconds, and the resulting number of retrieved drift vectors for all three scenes and algorithm versions A1 and A5. It should be noted that the algorithm was not optimized regarding the computational efficiency, and that the grid resolution (spacing between drift vectors) is much higher compared to most other results of Figure 7 . Dependence of the relative error (E rel , logarithmic) on the distance to a severe deformation (ε total > 0.2). Table 6 shows the computing time of the applied algorithm in seconds, and the resulting number of retrieved drift vectors for all three scenes and algorithm versions A1 and A5. It should be noted that the algorithm was not optimized regarding the computational efficiency, and that the grid resolution (spacing between drift vectors) is much higher compared to most other results of SAR based drift detection algorithms discussed in the literature. The intention here is to demonstrate the computational effort of the introduced methods by comparing algorithm versions A1 and A5. The variables that affect the computing time are the number of performed cascade and pyramid steps, the number of retrieved drift vectors, and the complexity of the sea ice drift patterns. The number of algorithm steps was fixed to 12 (four cascade and three pyramid steps), and the grid spacing of the drift vector field was set to 15 times the SAR resolution. The investigation area size varied from 14,000 km 2 to 100,000 km 2 . We observe the highest computing time per 100 vectors for the test site from the Weddell Sea, which exhibited the most complex sea ice kinematics. The inclusion of the algorithm extensions proposed here even decreased the computing time for this scene by a factor of 0.8. An explanation for this is the drift regularization in preceding algorithm steps, which led to a more efficient correlation procedure in subsequent steps. In the other two scenes, the computing time was increased by a factor of 1.15 (Arctic Ocean) and 1.25 (Ronne Polynya). 
Computational Efficiency
Discussion
The achieved increase of the retrieval accuracy justifies the application of the two extensions to the ice drift detection algorithm that we suggested in this study. The additional computing effort is appropriate. The degree of improvement depends on the ice conditions and kinematics. These parameters determine the presence of discontinuities in the ice drift field that indicate the formation of a deformation structure. However, sensor configurations and acquisition time gaps also have to be considered, as the former influence the image texture, and the latter affect the correlation.
The modified CFA allows a better reliability assessment of the individual pattern matches. In comparison to the CFA introduced by Hollands et al. [8] , we included both correlation methods (NCC and PC). In addition, we apply partitioned thresholds that allow a more precise assessment based on the correlation parameters (see Table 1 ). One issue in this context is that the thresholds for the texture_CFA determined by Hollands et al. [8] , and also used in our study, are based on C-band SAR data. Thus, a future task is to test and-where appropriate-adapt thresholds and ranges of the texture_CFA for different radar bands.
In addition to the original algorithm described by Hollands and Dierking [1] , we use the results of both correlation methods (PC and NCC) for the retrieval of a drift vector. To this end, we implemented a data regularization scheme that replaces vector outliers primarily by alternative matches from the correlation procedure (i.e., secondary peaks of the correlation functions). As demonstrated in Figure 8 , the drift retrieval includes more alternative drift vectors derived from pattern matches than vectors calculated as median from adjacent vectors. Because no general averaging filter is applied, and the implemented identification of LDFs preserves drift discontinuities, smoothing effects are minimized.
These points are important in order to investigate the small-scale kinematic behavior of sea ice and its deformation processes.
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Conclusions
The present work introduced two extensions to algorithms for sea ice drift detection based on pattern matching. One was related to the check of the reliability of the individual pattern matches, and the other to the detection and replacement of vector outliers in the vicinity of discontinuities in the drift field. The motivation was to improve the accuracy of the retrieved drift vector field, and to preserve the discontinuities in the drift field, since they represent zones of sea ice deformation. We showed that erroneous drift vectors appear more frequently close to active deformation zones. If outliers have to be replaced, an alternative reliable drift vector obtained from the correlation matrix can be found in more than 50% of all cases; hence the use of median values can be avoided. We demonstrated the applicability of our algorithm on data sets from three different ice-covered ocean regions representing different SAR acquisition parameters and ice conditions. The conducted benchmark test indicates that the extended reliability assessment and advanced outlier detection result in higher algorithm accuracy and higher reliability of the resulting drift vector retrievals and the derived deformation parameters. The drift and deformation products that are the output of our algorithm are the basis for further studies towards understanding the kinematic and mechanic behavior of sea ice and its deformation processes over a wide range of spatial scales.
